P R O S P E CTU S

Welcome
Coppermill Primary School is a happy and excellent community school with the highest expectations and
aspirations for all our pupils. Dedicated teaching and support staff enable every child to excel and explore their
passions through broad, balanced and rich learning opportunities.

We believe in Unity, Creativity, Empathy, Respect, Determination and Aspiration. These are our six core
values that are at the heart of everything we do. See if you can spot them in action in the many wonderful photos
and quotes in this prospectus!
We warmly invite you to visit us here at Coppermill, where we’d be more than happy to share our unique school
community.

Figen Bektaşoğlu
Headteacher

We love the many concerts
and performances! They
capture London primary
education at its best, with
invisible but brilliant teachers
helping talented young people
to sing and perform at a high
standard.
Parent

The values of the school
shine out brightly and from
the minute you join this
school to the minute you
leave you know you’re a
Coppermill pupil.
Pupil

Learning Together, Achieving Forever

unity

We work hard as individuals but know that as a team we will always
be stronger. We recognise each other’s strengths and know when to
offer support in order to reach our goals together.

creativity

Using our imagination unlocks a universe of possibility and helps
us to see our learning in different ways. We make connections
between subjects and concepts and use these insights innovatively
to solve problems. The creative process is challenging and exciting
and is part of everything we do.

My child is very happy at
Coppermill and is thriving as a
pupil; learning values that will
help them become a better
person in the future.
Parent

I like Coppermill school
because there are fantastic
school trips; everyone has
good sportsmanship; all the
teachers give us fantastic
lessons and playtimes are
really fun. Especially the
timber trail and sports pitch.
Coppermill is a great place to
be.
Pupil

Learning Together, Achieving Forever

empathy

We understand the importance of listening to another person’s point
of view even if we disagree with them. We help and support each
other and act considerately without expectation of reward.

respect

Respect means treating each other fairly with compassion and
courtesy and always trying our best. We celebrate the rich cultural
heritage of our community and embrace the opportunities that
diversity represents. We are curious about how other cultures see
the world.

My children enjoy being in
school. All pupils are friendly
and well mannered. They have
great values and friends.
Parent

Coppermill is magical, full
of nature and fun. Teachers
are fair and children are safe.
Everyone is different but
treated the same.
Pupil

Learning Together, Achieving Forever

determination

We show grit when the going gets tough and understand that the
best learning happens when we are challenged: it is through hard
work and perseverance that we achieve our aims. Embracing
mistakes and learning from them helps us grow into more resilient
learners.

aspiration

Always trying to be the best version of ourselves, every day, in
everything we do. Setting goals helps us to get to where we want to
be and we are honest and reflective if we’re not there yet. Looking
to the role models around us, past and present, inspires our
endeavours.

All of the teaching staff are
hugely enthusiastic and
contribute to an excellent
learning environment.
Parent

I enjoy coming to this school
because I can always see
my friends and be taught by
brilliant teachers.
Pupil

Learning Together, Achieving Forever

what

said...

Pupils are proud of their school and speak positively about the contribution they have made to decisions.
They take pride in their work and are keen to share their learning and experiences of the school.
Teachers and adults have high expectations for pupils’ learning and behaviour.
The behaviour of pupils
their good achievement.

is good both in lessons and around the school and this contributes well to

Pupils from many different backgrounds get along together in harmony.
Good use of a range of resources and a variety of tasks make learning exciting for pupils.
Classrooms are attractive and welcoming. Displays on classroom walls celebrate pupils’ achievements
and provide prompts for pupils to help them with their learning.

Academically, the students
achieve high standards but
the school also excels across
the curriculum in drama,
music, sport and art.
Parent

Learning Together, Achieving Forever

Additional information

Coppermill Primary School
Edward Road, Walthamstow,
London E17 6PB
E: admin@coppermill.waltham.sch.uk
T: 020 8520 6267
www.coppermillprimary.co.uk

